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Evening in Paradise offers readers a captivating view of Lucia Berlin’s unique imaginative 
universe, one that has been formed by her unusual experiences of motherhood, relationships, 
alcoholism, and global travel. 
 
These stories present vibrant voices from a vast array of characters and situations. Berlin’s 
brilliantly observed details—and her use of local dialects—makes each story vivid, whilst her 
repeated juxtaposition of the beautiful against the horrible signals her interest in the inherently 
contradictory nature of life:  

‘Her legs were bound in urine-soaked rags for chilblains. She stood back to let me in, 
into a brick patio with a tiled fountain. Cages with finches and canaries. Roses. Banks of 
cineraria, anemones, nemesia. It was as if the sun were shining. Bougainvillea cascaded 
from every wall and up the stone staircase into the sala. Pale wood floors with rich 
Peruvian rugs. Pre-Incan huacos, masks. Masses of tuberoses and bowls of gardenias, 
narcotic, cloying.’ 

  
Each story reveals the darker side of human experience in different ways. Some stories explore 
misogyny: ‘she had no idea what being a good wife meant. She did things like hold the hot part 
of the cup when she passed him coffee, offering him the handle.’ Other stories reveal the 
hypocrisy of the ruling classes: ‘my son is a… typical Chilean anarchist, discussing the plight of 
the masses while a valet brushes his coat.’ And yet other stories evoke lush rural idylls—only to 
shatter them: if paradise is possible on earth, Berlin tells us it exists within us, or not at all.  
 
The diversity of this collection can make it a disorienting read—as can the appearance of the 
same characters in different stories. However, this disorientation is more a source of intrigue 
than confusion, and will compel readers to read these stories again and again.  
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